PROGRAMMING AND NEWS CATEGORIES

L.A. LOCAL COLOR
L.A. AUTO SHOW
  • KMEX
    Jaime Enrique Gabaldoni, Host
    Nancy Mejia, Producer
    Nataly Valenzuela, Host

THE MIGRANT KITCHEN
  • KCET
    Cynthia Dea, Associate Producer
    Juan Devis, Executive Producer
    Antonio Diaz, Co-Producer
    Stef Ferrari, Co-Producer
    Ben Hunter, Co-Producer
    Kelly Parker, Producer

THE DRIVE-BY ECONOMIST
  • PBS SoCal
    Scott Goldrich, Producer
    Doug Krieger, Executive Producer

SPOTLIGHT ARTS
  • KLCS
    Arielle Brachfeld, Producer
    Hank Braxtan, Producer
    Rory Pullens, Executive Producer
    Jonas Smensgård, Producer

TO CLIMB A GOLD MOUNTAIN
  • PBS SoCal
    Alex Azmi, Executive Producer

EDUCATION
DESOCUPAR LOS ALBERGUES
  • KVEA
    Amaya Pinto Fernandez, Producer
    Jose Garcia, Producer
    Stephanie Himonidis, On-Camera Talent
    Elva Saray, On-Camera Talent

HEAL THE BAY 2016
  • KTLA5
    Gayle Anderson, Host
    Kimberly Cornell, Executive Producer
    Madelaine Hahn, Producer
    Angel C. Kim, Producer
    Mark Mester, Host
    Kacey Montoya, Host
    Brianna Ruffalo, Associate Producer

CRIME/SOCIAL ISSUES
FACES OF GENTRIFICATION
  (Vista L.A)
  • ABC7
    Marc A. Brown, Host
    Lisa M. Gonzales, Executive Producer
    Jovana M. Lara, On-Camera Talent
    Patricia Lopez, On-Camera Talent
    Jose Manuel Mayorquin, Executive Producer, Producer

THE WRONGLY CONVICTED
  (SoCal Connected)
  • KCET
    Amanda Garcia, Associate Producer
    Lata Pandya, Producer
    Alex Stapleton, Reporter
    Val Zavala, Executive Producer

ARTS
KORLA
  • PBS SoCal
    Brenda Brusic, Executive Producer
    Eric Christensen, Producer
    Michelle Merker, Associate Producer
    John Turner, Producer

THIRD L.A. WITH ARCHITECTURE CRITIC CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE
  (Artbound)
  • KCET
    Matt Crotty, Producer
    Juan Devis, Executive Producer
    Christopher Hawthorne, Executive Producer
    Corbett Jones, Producer
    Stephen Pagano, Producer
    Kelly Parker, Producer
CULTURE/HISTORY
BILL W.: THE CREATIVE FORCE BEHIND ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
•PBS SoCal
Brenda Brkusic, Executive Producer
Dan Carracino, Producer
Kevin Hanlon, Producer
Dahlia Kozlowsky, Co-Producer
Michelle Merker, Associate Producer

CHARLES LUMMIS: REIMAGINING THE AMERICAN WEST (Artbound)
•KCET
Matthew Crotty, Producer
Juan Devis, Executive Producer
Jaime Morgan Muñoz, Associate Producer
Stephen Pagano, Producer

RESHAPING L.A. (Lost L.A)
•KCET
Matthew Crotty, Producer
Juan Devis, Executive Producer
Bill Dotson, Co-Producer
Nathan Masters, Producer
Hugh McHarg, Executive Producer
Catherine Quinlan, Executive Producer
Tim Stanton, Co-Producer

INFORMATIONAL SERIES (MORE THAN 50% REMOTE)
Burbank on Demand
•THE BURBANK CHANNEL
Walter A. Lutz, Jr., Producer
Peter Musurlian, Producer

SOCAL CONNECTED
•KCET
Linda Burns, Senior Producer
Amanda Garcia, Associate Producer
Jon Kaplan, Segment Producer
Nic Cha Kim, Reporter
Cara Santa Maria, Reporter
Robert J. McDonnell, Associate Producer
Lata Pandya, Segment Producer
Derrick Shore, Producer, Reporter
Val Zavala, Anchor, Executive Producer

INFORMATIONAL SERIES (MORE THAN 50% STUDIO)
ACCESO TOTAL
•KVEA
Amaya Pinto Fernandez, Producer
Stephanie Himonidis, On-Camera Talent
Elva Saray, On-Camera Talent

BALLOT BRIEF: PROPS IN A MINUTE
•KCET
Linda Burns, Senior Producer
Henry Cram, Producer
Robert J. McDonnell, Coordinating Producer
Val Zavala, Anchor, Executive Producer

NEWS CONFERENCE
•NBC4
Yvonne Guevara, Producer
Conan Nolan, Executive Producer, Host
**ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMING**

FALLUJAH OPERA: ART, HEALING, AND PTSD
- KCET
  - Matthew Crotty, Producer
  - Juan Devis, Executive Producer
  - Jordan Wayne Long, Producer
  - Kim Spencer, Executive Producer

HOPSCOTCH: AN OPERA FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (Artbound)
- KCET
  - Matthew Crotty, Producer
  - Juan Devis, Executive Producer

VARIETY STUDIO: ACTORS ON ACTORS - TV ACTORS
- PBS SoCal
  - Jasmine Abghari, Associate Producer
  - Maris Berzins, Producer
  - Debra Birnbaum, Producer
  - Brenda Brkusic, Executive Producer
  - Georg Kallert, Executive Producer
  - Michelle Merker, Associate Producer
  - Diana Nguyen, Producer
  - Peter J. Nieves, Producer
  - Donna Pennestri, Executive Producer
  - John Ross, Executive Producer
  - Andrew Russell, Executive Producer
  - Rob Schroeder, Producer
  - Andrew Wallenstein, Host

**SPORTS SPECIAL**

FAREWELL TO VIN
- Spectrum SportsNet LA
  - Spectrum SportsNet LA Sports Team

KOBE BRYANT MOMENTS
- Lakers Top 10
  - Spectrum SportsNet
  - Spectrum SportsNet Sports Team

**SPORTS SERIES: NEWS**

ATLETA DE LA SEMANA
- KVEA
  - Telemundo 52 Sports Team

LA SPORTS LEADERS:
  THE REAL PLAYERS
- KTLA5
  - Todd Griffith, Director (Live)
  - Derrin Horton, Producer, Reporter

**SPORTS SERIES: PROGRAMMING (POST-PRODUCED)**

BACKSTAGE: LAKERS
- Spectrum SportsNet
  - Spectrum SportsNet Sports Team

DODGERMENTARY: LASORDA CHRONICLES
- Spectrum SportsNet LA
  - Spectrum SportsNet LA Sports Team

**SPORTS SERIES: PROGRAMMING (LIVE BROADCAST)**

ACCESS SPORTSNET: LAKERS
- Spectrum SportsNet
  - Spectrum SportsNet Sports Team

KTLA5’S COVERAGE OF DODGER BASEBALL
- KTLA5
  - Garry Ashton, Producer
  - Bryan Hileman, Producer
  - Derrin Horton, Host
  - Christie Lyn Lugo Leigh, Producer
  - Ishmael Loya, Graphics Coordinator
  - Bobby Matthews, Producer
  - Glen Walker, Reporter

**CHILDREN/YOUTH PROGRAMMING**

No nominations in this category. Entries in this category did not meet the 2/3 approval in order to receive a nomination.

**NEWS SPECIAL**

ALERTA EN UCLA - NOTICIAS UNIVISION 34 A LAS SEIS
- KMEX
  - KMEX News Team

ORLANDO SHOOTING
- NBC4
  - NBC4 News Team
LIVE SPORTS COVERAGE
KOBE’S LAST GAME
• Spectrum SportsNet
  Spectrum SportsNet Sports Team

LA DODGERS VS COLORADO ROCKIES
• Spectrum SportsNet LA
  Spectrum SportsNet LA Sports Team

SPORTS FEATURE
BLACK & WHITE - THE SUTTER FARM (Kings Weekly)
• Fox Sports West / Prime Ticket
  Rob McPherson, Associate Producer
  Phillip Radke, Editor
  Christopher Wohlens, Camera

THANK YOU KOBE
(Kobe Bryant Farewell Ceremony)
• Spectrum SportsNet
  Brian DeCloux, Producer
  A.J. Ponsiglione, Producer
  Mark Walton, Editor

VIN SCULLY APPRECIATION NIGHT TRIBUTE (Dodgers vs Rockies)
• Spectrum SportsNet LA
  Kevin Cook, Editor
  Julian Gooden Sr., Producer
  Greg Taylor, Executive Producer
  Erick Cesar Vazquez, Camera

VIN SCULLY: IN HIS OWN WORDS (Dodgers Pre-Game Show)
• KTLA5
  Bryan Hileman, Editor, Producer
  Derrin Horton, On-Camera Talent
  Christie Lyn Lugo Leigh, Editor, Producer

VIN’S LAST DAY AT DODGER STADIUM (Backstage: Dodgers)
• Spectrum SportsNet LA
  Marina Mackrow, Producer
  David Strumpf, Camera
  Brett Teal, Editor

SPORTS TEASE
RAMS ON CBS2 GAME 1 - LEGACY OF GREATNESS
• CBS2
  Mike Maas, Producer
  Otto Petersen, Producer

VIN LETTER
• Spectrum SportsNet LA
  Matt Graham, Producer
  Vin Scully, Host
  Bettina Shore, Producer
  Chris Webster, Producer

LIVE SPECIAL EVENTS- PROGRAMMING
DESFILE DE LAS ROSAS 2016
• KMEX
  Armando Acevedo, Director
  Beatriz Gomez, Executive Producer
  Nancy Mejia, Associate Producer
  Alejandro Mendoza-Ibarra, Host
  Luis Enrique Rivera, Producer
  Luis Sandoval, On-Camera Talent
  Sandra Smester, Executive Producer

VIN SCULLY NIGHT CEREMONY
• Spectrum SportsNet
  Spectrum SportsNet Production Team
FEATURE SEGMENT
BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO TAXIDERMY
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Conor Knighton, Reporter

FEATHERS OF FIRE: SPECTACULAR SHADOW PLAY
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Nic Cha Kim, Reporter
Robert J. McDonnell, Producer

THE GAMBLE HOUSE 50TH ANNIVERSARY
(City of Pasadena)
• KPAS
Bobbie Ferguson, Producer
William Boyer, Executive Producer

KIDS, CANCER, AND CAMERAS
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Derrick Shore, Producer, Reporter

STATE OF THE CITY: WAVE OF THE FUTURE
(State of the City Address 2016)
• THE BURBANK CHANNEL
Drew Sugars, Producer
Jess Talamantes, Producer

THIS WAS OUR HOME: FOUR STORIES OF MOVING FROM HOPELESSNESS TO HOPE
(LA NOW)
• LA36
Joel Sappell, Executive Producer
John Vande Wege, Executive Producer

INFORMATION SEGMENT
DRONE DANGERS
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Derrick Shore, Producer, Reporter

FOOD WASTE PREVENTION
(Burbank On Demand)
• THE BURBANK CHANNEL
Walter A. Lutz, Jr., Camera, Editor
On Camera Talent, Producer

LA’S PUBLIC HOUSING PROBLEM
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Derrick Shore, Producer, Reporter

A TALE OF TWO MOUNTAIN LIONS
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Michael Bloecher, Editor
Adam Hyman, Producer
Cara Santa Maria, Reporter

TREE CANOPIES
(SoCal Connected)
• KCET
Jon Kaplan, Producer
Nic Cha Kim, Reporter

LIVE COVERAGE OF AN UNSCHEDULED NEWS EVENT
CALABASAS FIRE
• NBC4
NBC4 News Team

UCLA SHOOTING
• NBC4
NBC4 News Team
SERIOUS NEWS STORY – SINGLE REPORT
EJERCITO MIGRATORIO
(BORDER ARMY)
(NOTICIAS 34 A LAS SEIS)
•KMEX
Julio Cesar Ortiz, Reporter

THE GUNFIGHT
(NBC4 NEWS AT 5PM)
•NBC4
Tony Shin, Reporter

HIDDEN HAZARD
(NBC4 NEWS AT 11PM)
•NBC4
Mary Harris, Producer
Robert Kovacik, Reporter

ORLANDO: 48 HOURS LATER
(CBS2 NEWS AT 6PM)
•CBS2/KCAL9
Peter Daut, Reporter

WRONGFULLY IMPRISONED
FOR MURDER
(KCAL9 NEWS AT 10PM)
•KCAL9
Jennifer Kastner, Producer, Reporter

SERIOUS NEWS STORY – MULTI-PART REPORT
ATRAPADOS EN LA FRONTERA
(NOTICIAS 62)
•KRCA
Karla Denisse Amezola, Reporter

BREAKING BIAS
(KTLA5 NEWS AT 10PM & 11PM)
•KTLA5
Cher Calvin, Reporter
Kimberly Cornell, Executive Producer
Madelaine Hahn, Producer
Angel C. Kim, Producer
Justin Mashouf, Camera, Editor
Micah Ohlman, Reporter
Jason Roberts, Editor
Lynette Romero, Reporter
Nick Simpson, Camera, Editor

DE NIÑA A ESCLAVA
(NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE)
•KMEX
Hector Gonzalez, Camera, Editor
Norma Roque, Reporter
Jorge Segura, Camera

HOMELESS AND MENTALLY
ILL IN LOS ANGELES
(NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE)
•KMEX
Oswaldo Borraez, Reporter
Eduardo Quezada, Camera, Editor

SAFETY ON SET: EXPOSING
HOLLYWOOD BUDGET PRESSURES
(NBC4 NEWS AT 5PM, 6PM & 11PM)
•NBC4
Matthew Arias, Editor
Amy Corral, Producer
Matt Goldberg, Executive Producer
Matthew Halla, Camera
Jenna Susko, Reporter

SEEKING JUSTICE IN SOUTH LA
(NBC4 NEWS AT 11PM)
•NBC4
John Cádiz Klemack, Reporter
Andres Pruna, Editor
Ernesto Torres, Camera
LIGHT NEWS STORY – SINGLE REPORT
ARTISTAS ANÓNIMOS
(NOTICERO 52 A LAS 6PM)
• KVEA
Julio Vaqueiro, Reporter

COMPTON COWBOYS
(NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE)
• KMEX
Claudia Botero, Reporter

DIVE WARRIORS
• NBC4
Edwin Calderon, Camera, Editor
Robert Kovacik, Reporter

LIFE CONNECTED: THE SASHA PROJECT L.A.
(NBC4 NEWS AT 11PM)
• NBC4
Colleen Williams, Reporter

MUHAMMAD ALI VIVE EN EAST L.A.
(NOTICERO 52 A LAS 6PM)
• KVEA
Alejandro Navarro, Reporter

MUSA, MUSEO BAJO EL AGUA
(NOTICIAS 34 A LAS SEIS)
• KMEX
Andres Pruna, Camera, Editor
Guillermo Quiroz, Reporter

MUSEO DEL BARRIO
(NEIGHBORHOOD MUSEUM)
(NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE)
• KMEX
Julio Cesar Ortiz, Reporter

MY NEIGHBOR NORMA
(CBS2 AT 5PM)
• CBS2/KCAL9
Kristine Lazar, Reporter

PET HUMMINGBIRD
(CBS2 AT 5PM)
• CBS2/KCAL9
Kristine Lazar, Reporter
Stephen Medina, Camera

LIGHT NEWS STORY – MULTI-PART REPORT
CULTURA DIVERSIDAD Y TOLERANCIA: BELL
(NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE)
• KMEX
Norma Roque, Reporter

DESTACADOS
(NOTICERO 52 A LAS 5PM)
• KVEA
Ana Patricia Candiani, Anchor
Jaime Sanchez, Editor

GOTA DE AMOR
(NOTICIAS 34 A LAS SEIS)
• KMEX
Annabelle Sedano, Reporter

THE ONLY WAY TO COVER TRAFFIC IN LA
(KCAL9 NEWS AT 10PM)
• KCAL9
Rick Brown, Executive Producer
Dan Fitzgerald, Producer
Jennifer Kastner, Producer, Reporter
Roger Masterton, Camera, Editor

ROUTE 66
(NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE)
• KMEX
Francisco I. Vasquez, Camera, Editor
Antonio Valverde, Reporter

MEDICAL NEWS STORY – SINGLE REPORT
CHILDREN’S DENTAL
(CBS2 NEWS AT 11PM)
• CBS2/KCAL9
David Goldstein, Reporter
Lorraine Roe, Producer

SUPERBUG CRISIS
(NBC4 NEWS AT 11PM)
• NBC4
Mary Harris, Producer
Kenny Holmes, Camera
Colleen Williams, Reporter
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING-
NEWS
THE CHILDREN ARE DYING
(FOX11 10 O’CLOCK NEWS)
• KTTV
Gina Silva, Reporter

DANGER & DECEIT: EXPOSING
HOLLYWOOD TOURS
(NBC4 NEWS AT 5PM, 6PM & 11PM)
• NBC4
Matthew Arias, Editor
Amy Corral, Producer
Bobbie Eng, Camera
Matt Goldberg, Executive Producer
Matthew Halla, Camera
Jose Hernandez, Camera
Jenna Susko, Reporter

SHORT PROMO
CBS2 AND RAMPAGE:
A DAY IN THE LIFE
• CBS2
Mike Maas, Producer
Otto Petersen, Producer

CBS2 NEWS - HISTORY IN
THE MAKING
• CBS2
Mike Maas, Producer
Otto Petersen, Producer
Hansi Rudolph, Producer

CBS2 NEWS 2016 –
A YEAR TO REMEMBER
• CBS2
Darren Lee, Producer
Mike Maas, Producer
Otto Petersen, Producer
Hansi Rudolph, Producer

KOBE BRYANT:
THE LONG GOODBYE
• CBS2/KCAL9
Marlo Bluford, Producer

TODOS SOMOS LANZATE
• KMEX
Gabriela Cabrera, Producer
Diogenes Lluberes, Producer

WEATHER
• KVEA
Jose Garcia, Executive Producer
Timothy Paine, Associate Producer

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
• KVEA
Saul Arredondo, Associate Producer
Jose Garcia, Executive Producer

AMERICAN RED CROSS
• KVEA
Saul Arredondo, Associate Producer
Jose Garcia, Executive Producer

CIRCLE OF PROMISE: MOMMA
• CBS2/KCAL9
Lisa Lane, Producer
Otto Petersen, Producer

GRAPHICS
Christopher Calleton, Graphic Designer
• Fox Sports West / Prime Ticket
John Hudson, Art Director
• Spectrum SportsNet

INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT
CATEGORIES
Winners in these categories will be
announced on June 22, 2017 at
Emmys.com and will receive their
Emmy statuette on stage at the
Awards presentation on July 22, 2017.

OUTSTANDING SPORTS
REPORTING
Diana Alvarado, Reporter, Producer
• KMEX
Fred Roggin, Reporter
Jared Kiemeneey, Producer
• NBC4
OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS REPORTING
Joel Grover, Reporter
Matthew Glasser, Producer
• NBC4

Norma Roque, Reporter
• KMEX

Jenna Susko, Reporter
Amy Corral, Producer
• NBC4

OUTSTANDING NEWS FEATURE REPORTING
Peter Daut, Reporter
• CBS2/KCAL9

Robert Kovacik, Reporter
• NBC4

Guillermo Quiroz, Reporter
Andres Pruna, Producer
• KMEX

Annabelle Sedano, Reporter
• KMEX

OUTSTANDING DIRECTOR- NEWS
Sandra Alvarado, Director
• KVEA

Leysser Parada, Director
• KVEA

OUTSTANDING DIRECTOR- PROGRAMMING
Matt Glass, Director
• KCET

Mike Maas, Director
• CBS2

Christine Yuan, Director
• KCET/KCET.ORG

OUTSTANDING WRITER- PROGRAMMING
Steve Cyphers, Writer
• Spectrum SportsNet LA

Robert Kovacik, Writer
• NBC4

OUTSTANDING EDITOR- NEWS
Brian Choo, Editor
• KTLA5

Richard Huerta, Editor
• KVEA

Andres Pruna, Editor
• KMEX

Gustavo Sampaio, Editor
• CBS2/KCAL9

Jaime Sanchez, Editor
• KVEA

Arturo Quezada, Editor
• KMEX

OUTSTANDING EDITOR- PROGRAMMING
Gabriela Cabrera, Editor
• KMEX

Antonio Camberos, Editor
• KMEX

Bradley Feig, Editor
• Spectrum SportsNet LA

Hansi M. Rudolph, Editor
• CBS2/KCAL9

OUTSTANDING VIDEOGRAPHER- NEWS
Fernando Escamilla, Videographer
• KVEA

Arturo Quezada, Videographer
• KMEX

Francisco I. Vasquez, Videographer
• KMEX

OUTSTANDING VIDEOGRAPHER SINGLE CAMERA- PROGRAMMING
Adrian A. Huerta Jr., Videographer
• Spectrum SportsNet LA

David Strumpf, Videographer
• Spectrum SportsNet LA
OUTSTANDING VIDEOGRAPHER
MULTI-CAMERA- PROGRAMMING
Jake Alba, Videographer
Jake Loskutoff, Videographer
•Prime Ticket

Luca DeSando-Grassi, Videographer
Adrian A. Huerta Jr., Videographer
Thanasis Petrakis, Videographer
Nick Reinhard, Videographer
Brett Ritzenthaler, Videographer
Andy Schlachtenhaufen, Videographer
Ivan Serrano, Videographer
David Strumpf, Videographer
•Spectrum SportsNet

CATEGORIES WITH A SINGLE NOMINATION AND WIN
LIVE SPECIAL EVENTS- NEWS
OPENING CEREMONY: TODAY IN LA
LIVE FROM RIO
•NBC4
NBC4 News Team

MEDICAL NEWS STORY- MULTI-PART REPORT
ADDICTED
(KTLA5 NEWS AT 10PM)
•KTLA5
Kimberly Cornell, Executive Producer
Jessica Holmes, Reporter
Jason Roberts, Editor
Nick Simpson, Camera, Editor

OUTSTANDING WRITER- NEWS
Nicolette Medina, Writer
•CBS2/KCAL9

CREATIVE TECHNICAL CRAFTS- SOUND MIXING
David Rodriguez, Sound Mixer
•Spectrum SportsNet LA

CREATIVE TECHNICAL CRAFTS- MUSIC COMPOSITION
Jose Parody, Composer
•KCET
STATION AWARDS
Station awards do not have nominations; rather, all entrants are candidates for the Emmy statuette.

REGULARLY SCHEDULED DAILY MORNING NEWSCAST:
4:00AM-11:00AM
CBS2 NEWS THIS MORNING AT 6AM
•CBS2
Jaffa King, Producer
Ernest Kung, Associate Producer
Jessika Ming-Yonekawa, Executive Producer

GOOD DAY L.A.
•KTTV-TV
KTTV News Team

KTLA MORNING NEWS AT 7AM
•KTLA
KTLA News Team

NOTICIERO TELEMUNDO 52 A LAS 6AM
•KVEA
KVEA 52 News Team

A PRIMERA HORA
•KMEX
KMEX News Team

TODAY IN LA AT 6 AM
•NBC4
NBC4 News Team

REGULARLY SCHEDULED DAILY DAYTIME NEWSCAST:
11:00AM-7:00PM
FOX11 5 O’CLOCK NEWS
•KTTV-TV

KCAL9 NEWS AT 4PM
•KCAL9
Otis Easter, Associate Producer
Courtney Ellinger, Producer
Annette Zapata, Executive Producer

KTLA5 NEWS AT 6PM
•KTLA5
KTLA5 News Team

NBC4 NEWS AT 5PM
•NBC4
NBC4 News Team

NOTICIAS 34 A LAS SEIS
•KMEX
KMEX News Team

NOTICIERO TELEMUNDO 52 A LAS 6PM
•KVEA
KVEA 52 News Team

REGULARLY SCHEDULED DAILY EVENING NEWSCAST:
7:00PM-12:00AM
CBS2 NEWS AT 11PM
•CBS2
Jennifer Pierce, Executive Producer
Lizzy Tyler, Producer

FOX11 10 O’CLOCK NEWS
•KTTV-TV

KTLA5 NEWS AT 10PM
•KTLA5
KTLA News Team

NBC4 news at 11PM
•NBC4
NBC4 News Team

NOTICIAS 34 SOLO A LAS ONCE
•KMEX
KMEX News Team

NOTICIERO TELEMUNDO 52 A LAS 11PM
•KVEA
KVEA 52 News Team